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“Chance favors the prepared mind.” –L. Pasteur 
 

▪ Macro-Technical Trend Perspective: Back from the central bankers to economic data. 
That still leaves New Zealand and Swiss National Bank. Yet, they’re not likely planning 
anything radical, and the economic data gets back to some key aspects of the overall 
economic and market psychology. While that began with yesterday’s OECD Composite 
Leading Indicators and German Trade numbers (both were mixed), the next influences 
are even more pivotal. They include tomorrow’s US Retail Sales, Thursday’s Australian 
Employment and Friday US Industrial Production and Michigan Consumer Sentiment. 

And while the Australian Employment is going to be an interesting insight on whether recent 
weak Chinese data is affecting the rest of Asia, the US numbers are the far more important. 
That is due to the degree to which the OECD (Organization for Economic Cooperation and 
Development) Composite Leading Indicators (http://bit.ly/YSJe4E) illustrated once again that 
the US is the key to further global economic growth. While recoveries in other economies are 
looking better, the US consumer continuing to spend once again in spite of headwinds from 
the Payroll Tax hike and other factors is the key to continued healing elsewhere.  

As such, US Retails Sales minus Autos & Gas that disappointed last month at up only 0.2% 
versus a +0.4% estimate will be a key reading on whether the consumer is indeed retrenching 
to the degree bears have warned. The same goes for Friday’s US Michigan Sentiment with a 
prior setting from US Industrial Production. This works in conjunction with the far more subtle 
yet telling influence across time of the corporate adjustment to the US Affordable Care Act. 
No longer just negative expectations in Conservative warnings, ‘Obamacare’ is now causing 
substandard hiring and role assignment at quite a few corporations; and they are finally 
griping about it. Yet, that is a factor which will play out gradually across time, and the specific 
impact (or lack thereof) will need to be closely watched for manifestations in the data.  

There are still unsettling aspects of the politico-economic situation in Europe on the return to 
more straight austerity and reforms. Yet that is also an ad hoc rather than definitive influence. 

▪ Most Likely Critical Horizons: Monday and Tuesday saw relatively light economic reports 
that were weaker than expected in Europe and the UK, and a still weak (if slightly improved) 
US NFIB Small Business Optimism. That is why Wednesday’s return to a more critical US 
influence is important, as both Advance Retail Sales and Business Inventories may be telling. 

However, prominent indications will be even more pronounced from Thursday’s China Actual 
FDI, Australia Employment, Spanish Retail Sales and Euro-Zone Employment along with the 
RBNZ and Swiss National bank rate decisions and statements, ECB Monthly Bulletin, the EU 
Leaders Summit, and the Fed Comprehensive Capital Analysis and Review. Friday is tame 
by comparison with little in Europe other than the conclusion of the EU Leaders Summit, and 
the US delivering Empire Manufacturing, CPI, TIC Flows, Industrial Production and Capacity 
Utilization, and Michigan Confidence. Wednesday into Thursday seems the most key horizon. 

And it is also important to note that Friday brings the US quarterly expirations of futures and 
options, with S&P 500 futures only open briefly for settlement (effectively expiring Thursday.) 
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▪ Economic Data Highlights:  

Saturday: China CPI & PPI & Fixed Investment & Industrial Production & Retail Sales . 

Monday: Japan Machine Orders & Machine Tool Orders, UK Lloyds Employment Confidence, 
German Trade Balance & Labor Costs, French Industrial and Manufacturing Production, Italian 
Gross Domestic Product, OECD Composite Leading Indicators 

Tuesday: Japan Domestic Corporate Goods Price Index & Tertiary Industry Index & BSI Large 
All Industry and Large Manufacturing & Consumer Confidence, Australia NAB Business 
Conditions and Confidence, UK RICS House Price Balance & Industrial and Manufacturing 
Production & Trade Balance & NIESR GDP Estimate, German CPI & Wholesale Price Index, 
French Current Account, OECD Harmonised Unemployment Rates (HURs), US NFIB Small 
Business Optimism & JOLTs Job Openings & Monthly Budget Statement. 

Wednesday: Australia Westpac Consumer Confidence & Home Loans & Investment Lending, 
French Non-Farm Payrolls & CPI, Euro-Zone Industrial Production, OECD Quarterly GDP 
Growth Q4 2012, US Import Price Index & Advance Retail Sales & Business Inventories.   

Thursday: China Actual FDI, Australia Employment Change and Unemployment Rate, Japan 
Tokyo Condominium Sales & Industrial Production and Capacity Utilization & Machine Tool 
Orders, Spanish Retail Sales, Euro-Zone Employment, Canada New Housing Price Index & 
Capacity Utilization Rate, US Initial Jobless Claims & Current Account Balance & PPI   . 

Friday: Euro-Zone CPI & Labor Costs, Canada Existing Home Sales, US Empire Manufacturing 
& CPI & TIC Flows & Industrial Production and Capacity Utilization & Michigan Confidence. 

 
▪ Central Banks, Finance Ministry, Political influences & General Events:  

Sunday: US-Canada-Mexico Daylight Savings Time (Not until March 31st in the UK & Europe) 

Monday: Japanese Parliament Possible Vote on BoJ Governor Nominations, BoJ’s Ishida, 
ECB's Constancio, BoE’s Bailey, EU General Affairs Ministers Meet in Brussels.    

Tuesday: Bundesbank 2012 Annual Report, ECB's Liikanen. 

Wednesday: EU Parliament Holds Pre-Summit Meeting, ECB's Weidmann, BoE’s Bailey.  

Thursday: Reserve Bank of New Zealand Rate Decision and Statement, RBA’s Kent, EU 
Leaders Hold Summit in Brussels (though Friday), Swiss National Bank Rate Decision and 
Statement, ECB Monthly Bulletin, ECB's Liikanen, BoE Summary of Q1 Quarterly Bulletin, Party 
of European Socialists Holds Meeting Before EU Summit, Fed's Raskin, EU Leaders Summit in 
Brussels, Fed Releases Comprehensive Capital Analysis and Review 

Friday: EU Leaders conclude Summit in Brussels, BoE’s Dale, Fed's Fisher, US quarterly 
expirations of futures and options, with S&P 500 futures only open briefly for settlement. 

▪ Government Debt Auctions or Operations:  
Monday: None.   
Tuesday: Japan, Spain, Italy, Germany, UK announcement, US.  
Wednesday: Australia, Italy, Germany, UK, US. 
Thursday: Japan, US announcement, US.  
Friday: ECB announces 3-Year LTRO Repayment. 
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 Concise Market View 

▪ The lack of impact from the US budget sequestration still appears due to its incremental 
implementation across many weeks instead. The constructive equities activity is also in 
response to the somewhat extended US debt ceiling suspensions into late May instead 
having another confrontation instead of March 27th. So with the Fed and other central 
banks still involved in QE-Infinity inspired by ringleader Buzz Lightyear Bernanke, it is an 
item of faith equities are likely to continue higher if on nothing other than a yield chase.  

That said, the June S&P 500 future extending the lead contract gap higher above previous 
failures in the major 1,526-30 range resistance (actual Regular Trading Hours previous lead 
contract high 1,528.70) is a strong sign. Unless the bears can get the market back below that 
area sometime soon, least next major resistances are in the 1,558.50 or 1,570-73.50 areas.  

And yet the primary government bond markets are holding in well after their recent selloffs, even 
if June contracts are still below some important lead contract resistances. And it’s all occurred in 
conjunction with a major rally in the US dollar. That is certainly different than previous risk-on 
equities rallies, which have been grounds to dump the greenback and seek returns in previously 
stressed assets in other currencies. So the question now is why that is? Is this the return of the 
America riding high secular shift? Or the move to the US still as a haven of sorts on an equities 
rally, because it is less prone to event risk than other, still fragile parts of the world?  

That’s a major difference which gets back to our discussion at the beginning of the report on the 
US being at the heart of the continued global growth. An American Renaissance likely leaves 
the rest of the world muddling through any near term problems. But if the sustained strength is 
more so based on hot money more comfortable for now in US equities, it can also all reverse in 
short order as well; even if the US dollar still benefits from any dislocations elsewhere. 

As we have just updated the Current Rohr Technical Projections - Key Levels & Select 
Comments as of yesterday’s US Close to include the June futures contracts, they are also the 
balance of the relevant technical discussion. The excerpts below also cover the key technical 
indictor comments from the lead contract shifts into June contracts as well as full assessments 
of the various cash indices. These will likely maintain throughout this week, unless there is a 
sizable price swing; in which case we will update them in the wake of that movement. 

June S&P 500 Future: Push above 1,526-30 is s.t. bullish, with Close above interim 1,535 
resistance also above low of last Tuesday lead contract gap up. Major OSC= 1,570 area.  

  RES:  1,558.50; 1,570-1,573.50; 1,586.50 (all-time high); 1,605 (OSC) 

  SUPP:  1,538-40; 1,526-30; 1,510-05; 1,485-90; 1,474.50; 1,465-67 

Government Bond Futures: Recent equities push higher ignoring US budget sequester 
is impressive, and ultimately reversed recently resurgent primary government bond rally. 
There is also classical quarterly expiration cycle problem for govvies: significant second 
month discounts. Most important for the March Bund future back below low-144.00 area, 
even if it has held 142.62-.30 area. Yet the US T-note expiration next week also comes 
with June contract below 131-16/-12 historic congestion, and Gilt below 117.50-.00.   

JUN T-note:  RES:  130-20 (12/08 hi); 131-16/-12; 132-08/-05; 133-04/132-24 

  SUPP:  129-24/-16; 129-00; 128-14/-10 (NOV ’10 high); 127-16/-06   
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Government Bond Futures (continued): 

JUN UK Gilt:  RES:  117.20-.00; 117.57; 118.00; 118.50-.25; 119.30-.52; 120.53 

  SUPP:  116.30-.00; 115.67-.34; 114.50; 114.0; 113.61-.28 (MAR ’12 low) 

JUN Bund:  RES:  143.50-.75; 144.00-.34 (NOV ctr. high); 145.00-.20; 145.50-.88 

  SUPP:  143.00; 142.30-.62; 141.70; 141.30-.00; 140.00-139.60; 139.34  

December 2013 Short Money Forward Futures: 

Eurodollar:  RES:  99.66 (SEP highs); 99.705 (DEC high); 99.81 (OSC) 

  SUPP:  99.63; 99.60-.59 (AUG 2011 High); 99.55 

Foreign Exchange: US Dollar  
USD INDEX: Now up in spite of equities rally points up problems still below the surface in 
Europe plague euro. Held another test of .7930-.7860 support prior to push above .8080 
l.t. MA, Fibonacci and congestion, turning weekly MACD UP on rally above .8150-80 area. 
Mid-.8200 area resistance, with not much above it until the mid-.8300 area and .8450.  

  RES:   .8225-60; .8300; .8335-55; .8450; .8516; .8625-36 

  SUPP:  .8150-80; .8080-50; .8015-00; .7925-15; .7860-10; .7680-50 

EUR/USD: While major 1.3450-1.3550 resistance temporarily violated, spill back below it 
four weeks ago was a fresh DOWN Break with Daily MACD DOWN. That pointed to the 
weakness which has led to serial failures below mid-1.3200 and 1.3170-1.3200 supports. 
1.2950-1.3000 now key support, especially with weekly MACD now clearly back DOWN.) 

  RES:  1.3080; 1.3170-1.3200; 1.3250-80; 1.3450-1.3550; 1.39; 1.4000 

  SUPP:  1.2950-1.3000; 1.2808-60; 1.2712-1.2690; 1.2580 

GBP/USD: Much as with EUR/USD above 1.2500-1.2450, the August push above 1.5750 
key weekly MA’s, Fibonacci and congestion led to a full extension to major 1.6300 area. 
Yet serial failures below 1.6000-1.5950, 1.5750 and 1.5500-1.5450 have led to failure of the 
major 1.5268-33 multi-year lows, and 1.5000-1.4950. Next majors are 1.4450 and 1.4228. 

  RES:  1.5000-1.4950; 1.5268-33 (2.5 year lows); 1.5360; 1.5500-1.5450 

  SUPP:  1.4800-1.4775; 1.4615-1.4550; 1.4450; 143.30; 1.4228 (‘10 low)  

USD/JPY: After February rally above key resistances at 78.35 and 79.50 were UP Breaks, 
and holding them on extended correction led to a much more major confirmation of the 
overall UPturn. Above 84.00-.50 and 85.54-.94 led to violation of more critical 87.50-.00 
area that was also top of channel UP Acceleration, and above 91.00 has now led to 
violation of 93.80-95.00 interim Objective. 100.00 and 101.50 are next major Objectives. 

  RES:  96.00; 97.75; 99.00; 100.00; 101.45; 103.80; 105.50 

  SUPP:  93.80-95.00; 92.50-93.00; 91.00; 90.00; 89.40; 87.50-.00 
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Foreign Exchange: US Dollar (continued) 
AUD/USD: Commodity currency less than impressive on failure below 1.0450-1.0500 after 
stallout into resistance in 1.0600 area. But with daily MACD back UP bears could be at 
risk of a retest of 1.0350 or even the down channel from DEC-JAN highs closer to 1.0450. 

   RES:  1.0350; 1.0500-1.0450; 1.0615-25; 1.0750; 1.0850; 1.1000-83  

  SUPP:  1.0250-20; 1.0150-00; 1.0000-.9950; .9800; .9860; .9580; .9388 

Foreign Exchange: Cross Rates: Euro currency weakness had limitations based on the 
support expectations furthered by ECB President Draghi and the Fed’s major QE efforts. 
So return to strength after January ECB meeting ‘lack of crisis’ confidence no surprise. 
That was reversed by recent signals of Euro-zone weakness, and especially Italian 
election question over commitment to continued fiscal and labor reforms. Post-election 
policy-driven yen weakness still obviously in force as well with greenback still strong.  

EUR/JPY: RES:  127.94; 130; 132; 134; 136.00; 138.50-139.14 

  SUPP:  125.00-50; 124.00; 122.74-123.35; 119.65-120.00; 118.50 

EUR/GBP: Pound lost strong sister status since mid-November in spite of repeated euro 
failures at .8150 resistance. January ECB meeting confidence-led push above .8250-70 
fed rally above .8370-.8400 DOWN Break, and low .8800 area now key resistance. 

  RES:  .8800-30; .8880; .9000; .9085; .9150; .9250-.9300 

  SUPP:  .8675-.8700; .8580; .8500; .8370-.8400; .8250-70; .8180-41 

EUR/AUD:  RES:  1.2810-35; 1.3000-1.2925; 1.3100; 1.3300-1.3260; 1.3520 

  SUPP:  1.2650; 1.2480-1.2510; 1.2360; 1.2250; 1.2170-33; 1.2000 

We hope you find this helpful. 
-Rohr 
(www.rohrintl.com) 
Rohr-Blog: Extended Observations, Calendar & Events Perspective, Tech & Comments 
(http://rohrintlblog.wordpress.com/) 
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